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LONG AGO, IN THE DAYS WHEN CAMELS CARRIED
THEIR PRECIOUS CARGOES OVER THE SPICE
ROUTES - the spice- merchants divided the world among

themselves[1]. Each spice-merchant then created franchises within his
allotted territory and hired kings to manage them. Each franchised king
raised his own personal banner to mark off "his country" from the
franchise of another.

He built castles and garrisoned them with soldiers to keep and police what
he had been assigned. Each king had to guarantee that the merchant’s
goods would be safely transported and delivered to their destination and
that the slaves that came with the king’s franchise did their allotted work.
Each king permitted to keep a percentage of the take as his income.

The job of king was "the good life" and so it had many applicants. Each
applicant bid against other applicants, each making all sorts of concessions
to get the job.

On occasion, the people of the land, tired of being slaves, listened to their
ancient god and demanded rights that had been taken from them by the
king and his spice-merchant employer. Such revolts were expected
reoccurring events and so preparations had been made to deal with them.
"Trade-priests" were the first line of defence. It was their job to bless that
which the gods cursed. They were paid to say that the king and his
employer were right and the people were wrong. This blessing of the
priests was meant to keep the slaves happy and less likely to object to their
slavery[2].

The Desirable Wolf-State

The ideal wolf state is one in which the spice-merchant rules supreme, his
franchised kings are themselves obedient, and they in turn rule their slaves
with a firm hand. The slaves, "the ultimate renewable resource," are
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content with their lot. The entire system is consecrated by a holy state-
approved priesthood hired for that purpose. It teaches the slaves that only
godless traitors and malcontents dare to oppose their masters.

The Undesirable Wolf-State

An undesirable state is one in which slaves learn the teachings of their
ancient god and try to live by them. This knowledge causes periodic slave
rebellions as former slaves throw off their chains. Past rebellions have
always proved to be transitory, but while they are in force, they shut out
the spice-merchant, topple his kings, and banish his priests. The slave who
slips his collar and tastes freedom is dangerous, and can never be trusted
to be contented again. He must be killed.

Islam In Revolt

Followers of Islam have again learned the teachings of Mohammed. These
teachings have caused them to fight the foreign spice- merchant, his kings,
and his highly paid priests.

In January 1992, Algeria held an election. The "Salvation Front’s"
fundamentalists were elected to replace the current government. The
merchant-approved government refused to step down. Instead, they
banned and outlawed their opposition.

Western kings, likewise franchise-holders of the world’s spice- merchants,
instantly took the side of Algeria’s ruling government. Islam’s "Salvation
Front" fundamentalists, denied the ballot box’s peaceful change, and
denied Western help, commenced guerrilla warfare to win by force what
could not be won by votes.

Interpol - Suppresses Islam's Revolt

The Algerian government courts that refused to honour the election on
May 26th sentenced 38 "Salvation Front" fundamentalists to death for
exploding a bomb that killed nine people in an Algiers airport.
Immediately, Interpol, the police force of the international spice-
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merchants, came to Algeria’s aid. They combed Europe to round up
Islamic "dissidents." In Germany they arrested Rabah Kebir, "Salvation
Front’s" spokesman, and Oussama Madani, son of the jailed leader, Abbasi
Madani, and six others. Germany, France and Belgium have all taken steps
to aid the Algerian government in its effort to stifle Islamic religious revolt,
a revolt that has thus far taken than 800 lives.

Interpol’s help is additionally credited with suppressing a June 12
"Salvation Front" meeting scheduled to be held by exiles in Europe. In
America, the FBI is cooperating with Interpol’s efforts by rounding-up
Islamic fundamentalists on charges of - "terrorism," "suspected terrorism,
with," or "possibly knowing a terrorist." The FBI "press-releases" are
warmed over "Ruby-Creek-Waco" releases with only the names changed.
The "evidence" the FBI has accumulated is mostly the charge that the
Islamics are "plotting," "planning," "talking about," or "thinking about"
acts of "terrorism." While they are enmeshed in Western courts the Islamic
revolt against their merchant overlords comes to a halt. It’s not like it
hasn’t been done before.

Christendom’s 3rd Reformation

THE WORD, the "laws, statutes and judgments, almost entirely
suppressed or subverted in the Roman Empire when Jesus Christ, the
"Word made flesh," returned with THE WORD and reformed his people’s
beliefs.

The fruits of this 1st Reformation were subverted and suppressed by
Constantine and his organized church. About 1500 years after Christ, other
reformers brought THE WORD to light and men learned that God
expected them to cast off the rule of both spice-merchants and their King
Sauls who ruled them. They did what THE WORD required. This
condition lasted for about 150 years before THE WORD was again
suppressed.

NOW, starting about ten years ago, believers again began to call on THE
WORD so that they might be saved from those who would destroy them,
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and those who had ears to hear listened. The 3rd Reformation began. Men
again calling on "THE WORD which was God."

To stamp out this fire and suppress THE WORD, the kings have again
begun to use force[3]. The target is not only those who call on THE
WORD, but any person who is not a slave. This includes any person who
rebels at working more than 7-years for a master,4 or one who is
self-employed, or independently wealthy, or is self-sufficient - such as a
debt-free farmer or merchant; or a religious group holding views not
politically correct; or those who believe that their god condemns taxes,
homosexuality, and child-murder; or anyone who "calls upon the name
of God[5].

Any of these people may become potential rallying points for political
action against the establishment, and are potentially as much danger to
the international spice-merchants in Christendom as the "Salvation
Front" is in Islam. Arthur Kirk spoke against the chains of debt and was
shot down[6]. Bob Matthews said that the struggle was for the preserva-
tion of our children, and was shot down (Ezra 10:2).

Gordon Kahl said that taxes were illegal, and was shot down[7]. The
Weavers of Ruby Creek refused to work for the king’s police. As an
object lesson to others, an army was sent to subdue their rebellion. The
Waco Massacre another object lesson to rebels. Clinton said "I hope very
much that others who will be tempted to join cults and become involved
with people like David Koresh will be deterred by the horrible scenes
they have seen over the last seven weeks." The things being done in
Christendom are the same things that are being done to Mohammedans
in Algeria and Egypt. Waco and Ruby Ridge serve the same purpose as
Mao’s extermination of Buddhist priests and others who refused to bless
that which their heathen gods cursed.

Anyone, who for any reason may be suspected of becoming an impedi-
ment to world trade, the spice-merchants will Find obnoxious. Such
rebels are therefore ipso facto enemies of the state," and as such may
expect the treatment that is historically administered to "enemies of the
state."
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Christian Enemies

The greatest enemies of the 1st Reformation were the "scribes" - the
judges, lawyers, and politicians who worked for the establishment’s king,
and, the "Pharisees" who blessed their work.

The greatest enemy of the 2nd Reformation were the same "scribes" -
judges, lawyers, and politicians of Israel, and the "Pharisees" who again
blessed their blasphemy.

The greatest enemy of today’s 3nd Reformation are the scribes" - the
judges, lawyers, and politicians - and the "Pharisees" who bless their
transgressions, the transgressions that Jesus cursed.

The international spice-merchant is amoral. To him there is no "right," no
"wrong." There is only profit. He feeds because the people allow him to
feed. He buys access into sheep folds because gate-keepers take his gifts.
God made the wolf for a reason. He made wolves to do what wolves do.
The wolf did not open the gates. There was a willing gatekeeper who did
that. The wolf does not preach lies from the pulpit in the name of God.
There is a greedy trade-priest who eagerly grasps the bribe to bless that
which God curses[8].

Word of Advice

It is known that wolves are paranoid and psychotic. They are unpredicta-
ble. They can be vicious. If they feel threatened as a species - they then
tend to gather into packs for protection and fight. Other times they remain
scattered - and raid the sheep. But, that is what wolves do.

I say this in all seriousness - if the wolf attacks - protect yourself. That,
and no more. Even wolves understand self- defence. Its part of life. Your
task today is not wolf- hunting, it is to take THE WORD into all the
world to every creature of Israel. Let "THE WORD" reason with
Israel[9]. To protect his interests, the international-merchant always
attempts to keep the sheep off balance. A sheep vs sheep war will do
nicely. If that is not possible, a wolf vs sheep confrontation is arranged.
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The last is natural and easy to provoke. Wolves eat sheep - that’s what
they do. Everyone knows that. But, how did the wolves get into the
sheepfold? Who let them in? THAT is the important question. The lies
of the greedy, soul-dead, false-shepherds must be exposed, or the sheep
fold will become a permanent wolf-den - lost forever.

SIGNS IN THE HEAVENS

The ancients watched unusual bird flights and storms. Prior to last year I
had never seen more than 6 or 8 robins at once. Last year I saw tens of
thousands. Before, I had never seen more than a dozen buzzards at once.
Last year I saw hundreds - even thousands.

Lynchburg has few bad storms. In June Lynchburg had a bad storm. In
the late afternoon it suddenly got dark, the winds blew with hurricane
force and for about 25 minutes Lynchburg was lashed by savage winds.
Rain fell in sheets accompanied by a torrent of hail. The house shuddered,
branches flew through the air, the lights flickered and went out. As
quickly as it started - it stopped.

I was aghast at the damage. Two hundred year old poplars and oaks were
ruined. The streets were filled with trees, branches, and debris.

Supper By Candlelight

I left home to find something to eat. The houses and businesses were dark
along the way. The restaurant I was going to was closed and the employ-
ees were leaving. "No electricity!" A half dozen other restaurants were
the same. No power, no lights. All were closed. At the junction of "221"
and the "By-pass," the traffic light was out. Post storm "rush-hour" in
little Lynchburg  was unbelievable. It took 40 minutes to get through that
one intersection. Cars were backed up for miles. They moved at a snail’s
pace. A policeman in plainclothes was trying to direct traffic without a
flashlight. No horns blew.

People don’t blow horns in Lynchburg. It’s impolite. It’s still mostly a
sheep-town[10]. Kroger’s was dark. Flashlight beams danced inside. A
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girl stood just inside the door to tell would-be shoppers that the electric
door wouldn’t open, there were no lights inside, and the cash registers
didn’t work. The electric pumps wouldn’t pump gas at the gas station.

Next day Lynchburg was still shut down. Few businesses bothered to
open. No lights, computers, or cash registers. Hospitals were on emergen-
cy power. Elevators didn’t work. Few business establishments had emer-
gency power. Some telephones worked, but Lynchburg was shut down
and stayed shut-down for a full day and a half. Some places were down
for 4 days. People didn’t bother to go to work.

Suppose

If losing electricity caused Lynchburg that much trouble – what would
happen if the city were deprived of electricity on purpose? Cities are very
vulnerable. Europe had this problem in WWII. Planes dropped electric
cables across power lines to short them and the cities went black.

Supermarkets are supposed to contain only a three day supply of food.
Suppose the tractor trailers supplying them stopped coming because the
cities that dispatched them had lost their power? Suppose that at the end
of a week the food supplies in Lynchburg, Charlottesville, Roanoke,
Richmond, Norfolk, Alexandria, and Washington, DC were consumed
and not replenished. Suppose Tampa, Mobile, New Orleans, Charleston,
Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York - all lacked power. No power, no
food, people streaming back and forth frantically searching for something
to eat until they ran out of gas. There’s little food in the countryside. Most
of the old farms are no longer planted. Almost 50% of America’s food-
stuffs are imported.

Under these conditions, in 30 days a substantial proportion of the popula-
tion of the eastern United States could become displaced and starve, or
kill each other fighting for the dwindling supplies of food. If such crisis
conditions were to last two months, many survivors of the first 30 days
might also die. This is not Europe or the Orient where everyone has a
private food supply somewhere, and where they plant a vegetable garden
in every available spot - "just in case."
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Could someone shut off America’s electricity and  such things to happen?
Remember Desert Storm? Remember the US missiles directed at Iraqi
electric generating plants? Those missiles released a spider-like web of
metallic threads that floated down on the stations. Electricity produces
magnetic fields. Magnetic fields attracted these webs which shorted the
plant. Later startup attempts attracted other parts of the scattered web,
shorting it again and again.

Six months after the "war" many of the electric generating plants were
still being short circuited.

Would anyone want to do this to the US? You bet! If occupying vacant
land is the object - it would help. Let’s remember, all the communist and
former communist countries of the world have announced that they have
deep bomb shelters, huge emergency food stockpiles, and anti-missile
defences. Even little Cuba has them.

The kings of the West have denied these three items to the people they
rule. Why? Governments aren’t people - they are organizations. They
have no souls. They don’t question right or wrong - they carry out the
directives of their masters. People wonder if it is accident that FBI
spokesmen disregard the truth so often. Could it be because that their
words are spoken to create distrust? That they are spoken to incite anyone
who will be incited?

Most military men I’ve served with in the past are honourable men. But,
I’ve met the other kind, the kind that flourish where there is no Law. They
will shoot into buildings containing women and children, gas them, burn
them, or shoot a nursing mother in the face and then name their base camp
after her. We are told that the fédérais at Ruby Ridge actually named their
camp - "Camp Vicki," after the dead mother. Some say it was done as a
dare to her horrified neighbours to try to do something about it.

Is it true that the ATF men at Waco gave a "high five" when they saw the
Mt. Carmel fire and laughingly remarked about the "Texas barbecue?" If
so, it was insensitive. If it was "psywar" public management - the Amer-
ican public should know that too.
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Signs From The Storm

I was raised in Lynchburg’s First Baptist Church. It is an old church with
a steeple 264 feet high - the tallest in this part of the country. It’s a symbol
of Lynchburg. A lot of good people have gone to that church over the
years. My mother taught Sunday School there for more than 50 years.
But, there are other things. When I went there it had a stained glass
picture of Christ knocking on the door of someone’s heart - in violation
of the 2nd Commandment forbidding images. The interior and the cush-
ions were a gift of a banking family. The treasurer of the church was the
president of a local bank. That bank also held the church mortgage[11].

Some of the preachers that pastored that church in the past were among
the greats of the land. There were the other kind, too. My mother said that
these were just young and had a lot to learn. Some of these said that the
law was done away, inferring that people could go out and do as they
liked, and the people allowed them to do it[12]. These men knew better
but they still said it, and the people still allowed it. This caused both to
commit the unforgivable sin[13].

These preachers chose not to obey because the God’s truth offended
them. The people chose not to obey because they did not want to cause a
scene. Now, half a century later, only two dozen or so sit in that vast
sanctuary built for more than a thousand. God sent his storm and took the
great steeple of Lynchburg’s landmark, turned it like a spear and drove it
into the heart of the sanctuary.

Six blocks up the street is the black Court Street Baptist Church. It is the
symbol of "black revolt" in town. This is where anti-White hate-rallies
have been held for years. As a teenager I used to huddle on the back
bench and listen in disbelief to the things they said about us. We, the
accursed whites at the church down the street, who had given our offer-
ings that Sunday to help that black church meet a need. I wanted to see
who these people were. I found out. The street was blocked off. The
steeple lay on the ground.

Driving to the Confederate Cemetery, I saw great oaks crushing scores of
stones. The speaker’s podium and cupola that stood there also lay crushed.
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These gallant men had died by the tens of thousands to defend their
people and their country. But they had come to their nation’s defence too
late. Too long they had tolerated usury banks in New York. They had
allowed them to proliferate throughout the land. "What they do in New
York doesn’t affect us here." They let a mad dog named John Brown run
wild in Kansas killing innocent people. "Kansas is Kansas. This is
Virginia." It was not their concern - it didn’t affect them. These men were
dead because their fathers allowed strangers to remain in the land. They
demanded that their purchase price be returned before they would free the
blacks and send them back to their own country - and they died for their
omissions. They died for tolerating evil in the land - the usury, the
strangers, and for tolerating the false-witness of the pulpit and the media.
Lynchburg’s storm was called "an act of God." It dealt with the symbols
of Lynchburg.

Where The Storm Did Not Fall

The News & Advance of Lynchburg, the paper that earlier ran a front
page story attacking the editor and his book Vigilantes Of Christendom,
"The story of the Phineas Priesthood," on May 16, 1993, ran an upbeat
front page story on a homosexual couple.

According to the article, the Rev. Allen Harris is a Disciples of Christ
minister. He was ordained at a Park Avenue Christian Church in some
town somewhere, where he is an associate minister. The Rev. Craig
Hoffman is also an ordained United Church of Christ minister. He works
with HIV- positive drug users. They have matching wedding bands and
live together in Harris’s parsonage. This couple was held up as an
example of partners for life - people who must be accepted.

The Revs. David and Kaye Edwards, pastor and associate pastor of First
Christian Church on Rivermont Avenue invited this couple to speak to
their congregation because they "would like the church to be openly
affirming of Christians who are gay and lesbian.

Challenged for taking this stand Rev. David Edwards is alleged to have
answered, "Times have changed since the Bible was written[15]," and
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that these people are our brothers[16] whom Christ loved[17]. —-What’s
wrong is hatred and intolerance[18.

Reaction Of The Church Community

Thus far, besides a couple of irate letters which have passed Lynchburg’s
newspaper curtain, no denomination, church, or church congregation in
Lynchburg has broken fellowship with the congregation of this churches.
Did anyone really expect them to?

Reaction of "An Act Of God”

The storm hit scarce two weeks later. The Rivermont First Christian
Church was not touched. Does God not see? Or, does THE WORD have
some special reward planned for those who some say commit the "unpar-
donable sin:"

"Lo, the truth is not pleasing to me... it is hateful, there-
fore / will call it evil. " Philochristus 13:20-21

Those who have difficulty accepting the verdict of THE WORD will
also have difficulty accepting the fact that THE WORD is now loose in
the land. HE has passed into the bloodstream of his people and the elect
among them are being transformed into his image.

Perhaps that is why God sometimes uses natural signs like birds and
storms to speak to the natural man who can hear in no other way. If this
is true - Smile, Lynchburg! You have attracted God’s attention and he is
speaking to you.

RUBY RIDGE MASSACRE AND WACO

Blacked out in America, Idaho’s "Ruby Ridge Massacre" trial is front
page in the American NW. Like the earlier Fort Smith Sedition Trial, the
FBI has again been caught telling one falsehood after another. To many
observers, the FBI antics have reached the point where everything they
or say seems suspect. At the trial, even the establishment media, ofttimes
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strangers to truth themselves, were seen nudging each other when another
FBI witness took the stand to testify to something that appeared far-
fetched. The judge in fact stated that 75% of the prosecutions witnesses
were "actually witnesses for the defence." This is hard to imagine.

The pictures of the child shot in the back by federal agents and the story
of the mother holding her baby in her arms when she was shot in the face
by the Japanese-American leader of the government assault team had the
jury in tears.

The story that has come out in the trial and embellished with a little
establishment "jargon" is this: A boy and his mother were shot down in
cold blood on orders from the current "warlord" who occupies the White
House "compound." His government first outlawed an innocent family by
issuing a summons dated AFTER the date on which the actual hearing
was scheduled.

The targeted victims did not show because their summons stated that they
were not supposed to show until a month later. Because they did not
appear - they were outlawed. Refusing to submit to a 5 year jail sentence
for "non-appearance," a sentence to be handed down by same the people
who sent them the doctored summons, they were then hunted down and
shot by the United States government. This whole thing was aided and
abetted by misleading stories issued by the media. Following the mass
deaths at Waco, the suspicion has grown among a number of people that
the Weaver case was never meant to come to trial, that it was supposed
to end like the Kirk, Kahl, and Matthews cases.

As the trial progressed, the Federal charges were demolished one by one
until the last charge was reached - murder. It was then learned that the
FBI had been hiding a key witness for three weeks. It was the captain of
the Idaho State Police. He took the stand and testified that the federals
fired first. The court was stunned. The truth was out. The marshals incited
the family to resist, fired first, and then accused the victims of murder,
while it was actually the other way around. The Ruby Ridge affair may
have uncovered what may be called a pattern of government "protest-
control" - since similar things have happened in the past. The govern-
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ment’s case appeared to lay in shambles. The defence was so confident
that they chose not to even present a defence.

The case was then turned over to the jury. Surprisingly, there appears to
be dissension among the jury. After 13 days of deliberations, the foreman
of the jury had what appeared to be a heart attack and was replaced by a
standby juror. At present, we are waiting for their verdict. This is an
important case which may have far reaching implications.

TURNING THE SCREW

WACO: Former Congressman Ron Paul’s newsletter reviews the Waco
Assassination Theory. According to this theory - while the FBI tanks seen
on TV held the viewer’s attention, a death squad stormed the church
property from the rear out of view of TV cameras. This assassination
squad murdered Koresh, his top followers, and set fire to destroy evi-
dence. A bullet hole was found in Koresh’s forehead. People don’t kill
themselves in this manner, but it is where an assassin would aim. Kore-
sh’s top assistant was shot in the back of the head - another execution type
shot. The pathologist doing the autopsy called Koresh’s wound not
typical of suicide. Paul then states, "A top official of the FBI told the
press, the Davidians had to be cleaned out because they were "thumbing
their nose at law enforcement." In Paul’s opinion, "The government’s
actions also suggest hostility to people who take religion seriously." He
concludes his summary with Clinton’s statement, "I hope very much that
others who will be tempted to join cults and become involved with people
like David Koresh will be deterred by the horrible scenes they have seen
...’" Survival Report, Cong. Ron Paul, Houston, TX 77058

LETTERS

INDULGENCES & BIGOT: "Mr. Hoskins: "Indulgences - right to sin in
the future - that is a lie. Don’t get your info from an enemy or a competi-
tor. Also, ‘bigot’ means ‘obstinately and blindly attached to some creed,
opinion, practice, or ritual according to 1828 Websters.’" P. D. - Texas
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RKH: (1) E/B 14th ed, #12, p 275, article "Indulgence," quotes Thomas
Gascoigne in 1450 as saying "Sinners say nowadays I care not how many
or how great sins I commit before God, for I shall easily and quickly get
plenary remission of any guilt and penalty whatsoever by absolution and
indulgence granted to me from the Pope, whose writing and grant I have
bought for 4d or 6d ...." Regardless of the stated intent of "indulgences"
- the result was unfortunate. (2) You are correct as regards current usage
of "bigot." But, it was not always so. The E/B 11th ED, #3 p 923 states
that "ne se, bi god" came from the words used by Rollo, duke of the
Normans, in refusing to kiss the foot of Charles III in the 12th century.
One who did something "by God," stated that they did it "by God." In
time such people were called "by- Goders,"or "bigots."

Lastly, history proves that the words and works of "preachers" and
"teachers" must be constantly compared with THE WORD. The greater
and richer the organization, the greater the folly. NO confidence at all can
be placed in church organizations over a longer term. They collect and
administer too much wealth - they have to be watched every minute.
Watchers must be set to watch watchers. Churches and church organiza-
tions are not supposed to be a substitute for YOUR responsibility. There
is no way around it - God appointed YOU a king and a priest - YOU are
responsible. YOU must search THE WORD for truth. The truth you find
must pass back through the filter of THE WORD. Your actions will then
be judged by others who are equally kings and priests to make sure that
you do not "self-serve." Everyone who says that they speak for God must
be suspected of having hidden agendas. Uncritical acceptance of anyone
who claims to speak as Israel can result in Law violation, blasphemy, and
"St. Bartholomew Day Massacres." YOU as a king and a priest will be
held accountable for omission or commission. That’s why YOU were
appointed. It’s YOU. YOU!

IMMIGRATION & AIDS: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: What is the reason that
those who run the government want AIDS infected blacks and Orientals
brought to this country?" G. R. - New Jersey

RKH: It’s odd, but the CIA and the Catholic Church collaborated to
terrify the Catholic Tonkanese Chinese living in North Vietnam to move
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to South Vietnam where they were looked upon as hated alien invaders.
They provided the raw material for a civil war.

PRISON STRIFE: "Mr Hoskins: There is turmoil here in prison. They are
beginning to blow out all over. The racial enmity being shown was
prophesied as a sign of our time (Isa 13:14-15, Matt 24:9). There are three
groups: White, Black, and Hispanic. They do not mix. Marxist propagan-
da used to incite outside society has the same effect on prisoners inside.
But, there is something more, a subtle underlying fear. It’s almost as if
the strangers realize that ‘the centre cannot hold.’ If the ‘centre cannot
hold’ then there are no more ‘civil rights.’ Their fear is almost tangible."
B. M. - Missouri

TALLIES: "Dear Dick: Your book, War Cycles/Peace Cycles" reminded
me of a game we played in Missouri during the depression. It was called
"get a tally." One child was designated the "leg man." His object was to
catch someone who didn’t have a tally. One was issued a tally when he
made one full revolution around the house without getting caught. The
leg man had to keep running until he collared someone who didn’t have
a tally. The one caught became the new "leg-man." It must be an old old
game. Thanks for reminding me." M. H. - Missouri.

Notes

1) "Spice-merchants" sit quietly behind the world’s events. For centuries,
trains of 10,000 camels left China for Baghdad loaded with spices. They
returned with gold and trade goods, The capture of a single camel would
have made a man wealthy for life. The caravan owners were mega-
merchants who bought and sold princes. They allow no book to be written
about them. They have no armies - they buy countries and use their armies.
The mountain of gold accumulated for thousands of years is theirs, and
they use it to open and close doors. They buy and sell slaves who are told
that "right is wrong" and "slavery is freedom." The perpetual problem
with the l aw of the Christian God is solved by the "Balak Plan" - or
"extermination" - one or the other.
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2) LAW: In Christendom, a slave is any "man" who is held to a job beyond
the 7 years allowed. (1) "And if thy brother, a Hebrew man. or a Hebrew
woman, be sold unto thee, and serve thee six years; then in the seventh
year thou shall let him go free. .. thou shah not let him go away empty:
Thou shah furnish him liberally out of thy flock, and out of thy floor."
Deut 15:12-14 (2) "At the end of every seven years thou shah make a
release... of a foreigner (Heb: nokriy - foreign, non-relative) thou mayest
exact it again: but that which is thine with thy brother thine hand shall
release." Deut 15:1-3 At the end of his indenture he is to be taken in as a
partner, or set up in business, according to the terms of the indenture. Any
other arrangement is slavery.

3) "The enemy is eager to destroy all that call upon the Lord. For he
knoweth that upon the day that Israel shall repent, the kingdom of the
enemy shall be brought to an end." Book of Dan 2:16-17.

4) After 7 years an employee tends to acquire a slave mentality and a slave
attitude that stays with him for the rest of his life.

5) "His name is called THE WORD of God." Rev 19:13

6) LAW: (1) Be not thou one of them that strike hands, or of them that
are sureties for debts." Prov. 22:26 (2) "At the end of every 7 years thou
shalt make a release–-Every creditor that lendeth aught unto his neigh-
bour (Heb: 7453 reya; friendly associate) shall release it; he shall not
exact it of his neighbour." Dc 15:1-3

7) LAW: "Of whom do the kings of the earth take custom or tribute? of
their own children, or of strangers? Peter saith unto him. Of strangers."
(Gr: allotrios - foreign, not akin.).— Then arc the children free." Matt
17:25- 26. A taxed man can become a king because he cannot own a
kingdom. A missed tax payment determines the true owner.

8) "I created man–- and I told him ‘this is good, and that is bad’ that it be
clear which in his race love me." Enoch 30:12-14
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9) John Knox and John Calvin refused to accept the church’s claim to be
Israel, and in their margin notes in their Geneva Bible refused to refer to
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as "their fathers" and give to another the
birthright which belonged to them. They called them "OUR fathers." They
knew. This is why Amos 3:1-2 makes sense; "Ochildren of Israel... You
only have I known of all the families of the earth." And, "I was sent to the
lost sheep of the house of Israel and to them alone." Matt 15:24.

10) See "Sheep- city!" Wolf & The Sheep, Richard Kelly Hoskins, Va.
Pub. Co., PO Box 997, Lynchburg, VA 24505, $5 plus $3 p&p.

11) (1) "Hath given forth upon usury, and hath taken increase ... he shall
surely die." Ezek 18:13. (2) 'Thou shalt not bring the hire of an whore, or
the price of a dog, into the house of the Lord thy God." Deut: 23:18.

12) "If ye love me obey my commandments." John 14:15.

13). LAW: The unforgivable sin: "Now if thou closeth thy mouth and thy
nostrils against the winds of heaven and sayest, ‘The air is as poison to
me, 1 will not breathe it,’ behold thou perishest.—- If he shall say knowing
in his heart... ‘I will call good evil, and the Holy Spirit I will call unholy:
then lo, his spirit dieth within him, and he can no more enter into the life
of God.’ — (or say) Lo, the truth is not pleasing to me,... it is hateful,
therefore I will call it evil. Philochhstus 13:20-21.

14) "If a man lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them
have committed an abomination ... their blood shall be upon them." Lev
20:13

15.(1) "For I the Lord, do not change." Mal 3:6, (2) "The scripture cannot
be broken. John 10:35.

16) "Whosoever shall do the will of my Father which is in heaven, the
same is my brother." Matt 12:50.

17) "If ye love me obey my commandments." John 14:15
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18) "Shouldest thou help the ungodly, and love them that hate the Lord?
therefore is wrath upon thee from before the Lord." II Chron 19:2
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